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Guided ion-beam studies of the reactions of Co* (n=2-20) with 0 2: 
Cobalt cluster-oxide and -dioxide bond energies
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The kinetic-energy dependence for the reactions of Co* (« = 2 -2 0 ) with 0 2 is measured as a 
function of kinetic energy over a range of 0 to 10 eV in a guided ion-beam tandem mass 
spectrometer. A variety of Co*, ComO*, and Co„,02 (in^Sn) product ions is observed, with the 
dioxide cluster ions dominating the products for all larger clusters. Reaction efficiencies of Co* 
cations with 0 2 are near unity for all but the dimer. Bond dissociation energies for both cobalt 
cluster oxides and dioxides are derived from threshold analysis of the energy dependence of the 
endothermic reactions using several different methods. These values show little dependence on 
cluster size for clusters larger than three atoms. The trends in this thermochemistry and the stabilities 
of oxygenated cobalt clusters are discussed. The bond energies of C .o*-0 for larger clusters are 
found to be very close to the value for desorption of atomic oxygen from bulk-phase cobalt. Rate 
constants for 0 2 chemisorption on the cationic clusters are compared with results from previous 
work on cationic, anionic, and neutral cobalt clusters. © 2005 American Institute o f  Physics. 
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1998836]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metals, as well as their oxides and alloys, are 
a subject of considerable interest because of their industrial 
importance in catalysis, corrosion, and ferromagnetic prop
erties. For example, cobalt is known to be an important cata
lytic metal in many industrial processes,1 including Fischer- 
Tropsch synthesis, in which larger hydrocarbons are 
produced from synthesis gases (CO and H 2).2'3 Cobalt ox
ides, usually with some other metal oxides, are mainly used 
as hydrotreating and desulfhurization catalysts for oil and 
gas in the petrochemical industry.4 Cobalt-based alloys are 
often utilized as they are wear resistant, corrosion resistant, 
and heat resistant.4 Therefore, understanding the mechanisms 
and energetics of the oxidation processes of transition metals 
is of some technological value, as well as being of funda
mental interest. Studying the oxidation process with gas- 
phase transition-metal clusters can provide quantitative data 
concerning the elementary steps that make up the compli
cated surface processes and thus help elucidate surface sci
ence at a molecular level. In this regard, the reactions of Fe,5 
Cr,6 V,7 and Ni (Ref. 8) cluster cations with 0 2, as well as the 
reactions of Fe (Ref. 9) and Cr (Ref. 10) clusters with C 0 2, 
have been investigated by our group. In this paper, we extend 
these studies to examine the reactions of cobalt cluster cat
ions, Co* (« = 2 -2 0 ), with oxygen.

The gas-phase reactions of cobalt clusters with 0 2 have 
been reported by several groups. Jacobson and Freiser” stud
ied the reaction of cobalt dimer and trimer cations with oxy
gen at thermal energies by using Fourier-transform ion cy
clotron resonance (FTTC.R) mass spectrometry. Freas et al.n  
investigated the reactions of cobalt cluster cations with 0 2
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and collision-induced dissociation (CID) of cobalt oxides in 
a chemical ionization/fast atom bombardment source. Three 
different ion product pathways were observed: oxygen defi
cient products, C.o(CoO)*; oxygen equivalent products, 
(C.oO)*; and to a much lesser extent metal deficient products, 
O(CoO)* They attribute this behavior to the electropositivity 
of the cobalt atom, which can accommodate the positive 
charge. Guo et al.]i examined the size dependence and ki
netics of gas-phase reactions of Co* (« = 2 -9 )  with 0 2 at 
thermal energies using a selected ion drift tube with laser 
vaporization source. They determined the bimolecular 
reaction-rate constants for the primary reactions, generally 
formation of C o^O ^-i-C o (« = 4 -9 ) . In previous work in our 
laboratories. Hales and Armentrout14 measured the kinetic- 
energy dependence of the reaction of C.o2 with dioxygen 
using guided ion-beam tandem mass spectrometry.

The reactions of neutral and anionic cobalt clusters with
0 2 have also been reported. Andersson et a lJ5 investigated 
the reactivity of neutral cobalt clusters («= 10-55) with 0 2 
using two reaction cells under near single-collision condi
tions. They measured the reaction probability for adsorption 
of the first and second 0 2 molecules using a statistical 
model. The reactivity of cobalt anion clusters, Co” (n 
= 2 -8 ) , toward 0 2 was reported by Kapiloff and Ervin16 us
ing a flow tube reactor. The oxygen-rich anion cluster prod
ucts are formed rapidly through “etching” -type process, in 
contrast with the case of cation clusters that yield cobalt-rich 
oxide cation clusters.12'13 In addition, Pramann et al.11 have 
examined anionic cobalt cluster oxides, ConO” (« = 4 -2 0  
and m = 0 -2 ), using photoelectron spectroscopy. Recently, 
neutral oxygenated cobalt species have been studied using 
infrared spectrometry18'19 and characterized by density
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18—21functional theory calculations. ‘ Theoretical studies of co
balt monoxide neutral, cation, and anion have also been

22reported."
In the present work, cobalt cluster cations, Co* (n 

= 2- 20), previously examined using collision-induced disso
ciation with Xe (Ref. 23) and reacted with D2,24 are reacted 
with oxygen. In contrast to the flow reactor studies that are 
limited to thermal reactions, the kinetic-energy dependence 
of these reactions over a wide range is studied here using 
guided ion-beam mass spectrometry. Our reactivity results at 
thermal energies should reproduce the flow tube data; how
ever, by analyzing the kinetic-energy dependences of these 
processes, we are able to obtain quantitative data regarding 
the thermodynamics of the oxidation reactions. The trends in 
this information are discussed in some detail and compared 
with bulk-phase thermochemistry. This study is a continua
tion of our efforts to provide quantitative measurements of 
the thermodynamics and reactivities of transition-metal clus
ters, which have shown interesting variations with cluster

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Instrumentation

The experimental apparatus and techniques in this study
29have been described in detail elsewhere,' and only a brief 

description is given here. Cluster cations are formed by laser 
vaporization of a cobalt rod housed in an aluminum source 
block.30'31 The output (511 and 578 nm) of an Oxford ACL 
35 copper vapor laser operating at 7 kHz is tightly focused 
onto a continuously translating and rotating cobalt rod to 
expose fresh surface to the laser. The optimum pulse energy 
for cobalt cluster ion production ranges between 3 and 
4 mJ/pulse. The vaporized material is entrained in a continu
ous flow [(5 -6 ) X 103 SCC.M (Standard cubic centimeter per 
minute)] o f He passing over the ablation surface. The helium 
is passed through a liquid-N2-cooled molecular sieve trap to 
remove impurities. Frequent collisions and rapid mixing lead 
to the formation of thermalized clusters as they travel down 
a 2-mm-diameterX 63-mm-long condensation tube. This 
seeded helium flow then undergoes a mild supersonic expan
sion and passes through a skimmer in field-free conditions. 
Previous studies have indicated that the clusters are not in
ternally excited and likely to be near room

23 24 29temperature,^ “ “ although direct measurements of the in
ternal temperatures of the clusters are not possible.

Positively charged ions pass through two differentially 
pumped regions and are accelerated and focused into a 60° 
magnetic sector momentum analyzer. The mass-selected ions 
are decelerated and injected into a rf octopole ion guide32'33 
that extends through a reaction cell. The octopole beam 
guide is biased with dc and rf voltages. The former allows 
accurate control of the translational energy of the incoming 
ions, whereas the latter establishes a radial potential that ef
ficiently traps the parent and product ions that travel through 
the octopole. The pressure of 0 2 neutral reactant gas in the 
reaction cell is kept relatively low to reduce the probability 
of multiple collisions with the ions. To test this, all studies 
were conducted at two pressures of 0 2, —0.2 and

—0.4 mTorr. The product and reactant ions drift to the end of 
the octopole, where they are extracted and injected into a 
quadrupole mass filter for mass analysis. Ion intensities are 
measured with a Daly detector34 coupled with standard pulse 
counting techniques. Reactant ion intensities ranged from 1 
X 105 to 8 X 105 ions/s. Observed product intensities are 
converted to absolute reaction cross sections as discussed in 
detail elsewhere.33 Absolute errors in the cross sections are 
on the order of ±30%. Kinetic energies in the laboratory 
frame are converted to center-of-mass (CM) energies using 
the stationary target approximation, £(CM )=£'(lab)m /(m  
+ M), where m and M  are the masses of the neutral and ionic 
reactants, respectively. The data at the lowest energies are 
corrected for truncation of the ion-beam energy 
distribution.33

Results for each reaction system were repeated several 
times to ensure their reproducibility. CID experiments with 
Xe were performed on all cluster ions to ensure their identity 
and the absence of any excessive internal excitation. In all 
instances, CID thresholds are consistent with those previ
ously reported.23 The absolute zero in the kinetic energy of 
the ions and their energy distributions (0.8-1.8 eV, gradu
ally increasing with cluster size) were measured using the 
octopole as a retarding energy analyzer.33 The error associ
ated with the zero of the absolute energy scale is 0.05 eV in 
the laboratory frame.

B. Threshold analysis

The energy dependences of cross sections for endother
mic processes in the threshold region are analyzed using 
methods detailed previously.35”37 Briefly, the threshold re
gion is modeled using Eq. (1),

a(E) = (Na0! E ) ^  gi f [1 -  e~klE")r] (E  -  s)N~]d (s ), 
i  J e 0- e ,

(1)

where cr0 is an energy-independent scaling parameter, N  is an 
adjustable parameter, E  is the relative kinetic energy, and E 0 
is the threshold for reaction at 0 K. The model includes the 
average vibrational and rotational energies of cluster ions at 
300 K, which are evaluated from the respective cluster fre
quencies and rotational constants by summing over the rovi
brational states having energies Et and relative populations 
gj, where X^,-=l. For metal clusters, it has been shown that 
lifetime effects become increasingly important as the size of 
the cluster increases.38 This is because metal clusters have 
many low-frequency vibrational modes such that energy ran
domization into cluster internal modes results in a reduced 
probability of observing dissociation within our experimental 
time window of —10"“4 s, i.e., the lifetime of the transient 
intermediate can exceed the experimental time available for 
reaction. This results in a delayed onset of the observed 
threshold, a kinetic shift of the experimental threshold to
wards energies higher than the thermochemical endothermic- 
ity. Thus, an important component of the modeling of these 
reactions is to include the effect of the lifetime of the reac
tion, as estimated using statistical Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel- 
Marcus (RRKM) theory,39”41 as discussed in detail
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previously.4'  This is achieved using k(E'), the unimolecular 
rate constant for reaction; r, the experimental time for disso
ciation ( ~ 1CT4 s); s , the energy deposited in the complex by 
the collision; and E ' , the internal energy of the energized 
molecule (EM) after the collision, i.e., E'=e+Ej.  The uni
molecular rate constant k(E')  is given as sN(E' 
- Ef))/hp(E~), where s is the reaction degeneracy, N(E~ 
- E fj) is the sum of rovibrational states of the transition state 
(TS) at an energy E ' - E q, h is Planck’s constant, and p(E')  is 
the density of states of the EM at the available energy of E'.  
The model cross section, Eq. (1), is also convoluted with the 
kinetic-energy distributions of the ion and neutral reactants 
before comparison to the experimental data.33

The choice of the TS and its molecular constants paral
lels those of our previous work'"1 and places the TS at the 
point where the last atom (Co for all Com0 2 and C o ^ O *  
products and O for the ConO* products) is lost from the 
oxygenated cluster. The transition state is assumed to be 
loose, having molecular constants similar to the dissociated 
products 4‘ The implementation of the RRKM theory in the 
present work requires the vibrational frequencies of the oxy
genated clusters, the reaction degeneracy, and rotational con
stants for the bare metal and oxygenated clusters, which are 
chosen in accord with the procedures outlined previously.'"’ 
The 3 « -6  vibrations associated with the bare metal cluster 
are calculated by using an elastic cluster model suggested by 
Shvartsburg et al.43 In this study, the parameters used are the 
Debye frequency for bulk cobalt, ?̂D(«) = 280 cm "', the bulk 
maximum longitudinal frequency, »',/„max = 301 cm"’, and the 
ratio of the longitudinal to the transverse phonon velocity, 
c / j c r = 1.81, which are estimated from the average values of 
bulk nickel44'4'"’ and bulk iron,4'"’”47 respectively. The cluster- 
oxygen vibrational frequencies of 454 cm"’ (symmetric 
stretch), 435 cm"' (asymmetric stretch), and 401 cm"' 
(bend) are estimated from the average values of the vibra
tional frequencies for analogous oxygenated iron and nickel 
clusters.'"’'8 Although these procedures may be oversimplified, 
the magnitudes of the errors associated with these estimates 
of frequencies were evaluated by scaling all frequencies by 
±50%, which produces differences in the thresholds that are 
less than 0.04 eV.

III. RESULTS

Guided ion-beam studies for the reactions of atomic Co* 
and diatomic C ot with oxygen have been reported previously 
from our laboratory.14'48 Here the reactions of Co* (n 
= 2 - 20) with 0 2 are presented from thermal energies to 
10 eV in the center-of-mass frame. A variety of Com0 2, 
ComO*, and Co* (/«=S«) product ions is observed, with the 
dioxide cluster ions dominating the products for all larger 
clusters. In this paper, we will refer to Com0 2 products as 
“cluster dioxides,” ComO* products as “cluster monoxides,” 
and Co* products as “cluster fragments.” In all of these sys
tems, there are two difficulties in obtaining reliable cross
section data, as discussed previously.'"’”8 First, the cross sec
tions have been corrected for overlap of adjacent mass peaks 
as long as the corrections are unambiguous. Second, the 
cross sections correspond to products formed only in single

TABLE I. Bond energies and ionization energies from the literature 
(eV) (Uncertainties given in parentheses.)

A> IE

Co 7.8810“
Co, «51,32b sE6.42b
C o; 2.765 (0.001 V
CoO 3.94 (0.14V' 8.57 (0.15V

4.08 (0.09)’ 8.71 (0 .20V 
9.0 (0.05V-

C o * -0 3.25 (0.05)11
0 , 5.116 (0.002)' 12.071'
0 13.619'

''Reference 50. 
bReference 23.
1 Reference 51.
‘'Reference 59.
'Calculated from /£ (C o O )= A )(C o ^ O )+ /£ (C o )- .D (C o -^0 ).
'This work, see text.
"Reference 60.
''References 48, 52, and 53.
'Reference 54.

reactive collisions. Products formed in secondary reactions 
with 0 2 are identified by examining the pressure dependence 
of the cross sections. On the basis of such studies, a complete 
set of figures for all Co* clusters (« = 2 -2 0 ) reacting with 0 2 
can be obtained from Ref. 49. Thermochemistry used to 
evaluate some of the threshold energies for the smallest clus
ters is listed in Table j / 3-48-"’0--"’4 Throughout the text, disso
ciation energies of the bare cluster cations are obtained from 
Ref. 23,53.

A. CoJ+02

The kinetic-energy-dependent studies of the reaction of 
cobalt dimer with oxygen from thermal energies to 2 eV 
(CM) have previously been carried out in our laboratory.14 
Here we extend the kinetic-energy range examined to 10 eV. 
Only three products, Co20*, CoO*, and Co*, are observed, 
as shown in Fig. 1, and exhibit energy dependences in good 
agreement with our previous results. In contrast, Guo et al. 
report two products at thermal energies (equivalent to the

Energy (eV, Lab)

0 20 40

0 2 4 6 8 10

Energy (eV, CM)

FIG. 1. Cross section for the reaction o f Cot with 0 2 as a function of 
collision energy in the center-of-mass (lower jr axis) and laboratory (upper jr 
axis) frames.
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lowest-energy point shown in our results): Co+ (70%) and 
Co20 2 (30%).13 Presumably we do not observe the latter 
product because it is formed by collisional stabilization of 
the transiently formed Co20 2 complex in the high-pressure 
bath gas (He at 0.6 mTorr) in the flow tube studies. Under 
our single-collision conditions, the Co20 2 complex readily 
decomposes to Co+ or back to reactants at thermal energies.

There are seven possible channels for this system, reac
tions (2)-(4). Reaction enthalpies at 0 K (with uncertainties 
in parentheses) are indicated for all reaction processes where 
thermochemical information is available. Table I.

Cot + 0 2- Co20 + + 0 , (2)

CoO+ + CoO, 0.55(0.10), (3a)

CoO+ + Co + O,, 4.63(0.05), (3b)

Co+ + C o 0 2, < 0, (4a)

Co+ + Co + 0 2, 2.765(0.001), (4b)

Co+ + CoO + O,, 3.80(0.09), (4c)

Co+ + Co + 2 0 , 7.881(0.002). (4d)

Reaction (2) is the only channel that can form Co20 +, ex
plaining why there is a single feature to the cross section 
over the entire energy range. The Co20 + cross section rises 
rapidly from an energy near 0.4 eV, suggesting that reaction
(2) is endothermic. It reaches a plateau above 2 eV and then 
declines above about 4 eV, corresponding with an increase 
in the Co+ cross section. This behavior indicates that Co20 + 
decomposes to Co++CoO, which corresponds to the overall 
reaction (4c). Note that this pathway is favored over decom
posing to CoO++Co, process (3b), evident as the small in
crease in the CoO+ cross section above the threshold energy 
for reaction (3b). The CoO+ cross section begins near 
0.4 eV, consistent with reaction (3a).

The dominant product over most of the energy range 
examined is the Co+ fragment, which displays the most com
plicated energy dependence. The rise in the Co+ cross section 
near 3.5 eV is coupled with the decrease in the Co20 + cross 
section and can be attributed to reaction (4c), along with 
reaction (4b), simple CID. The CID cross section of Co2 
with Xe (Refs. 14 and 23) has a comparable magnitude to the 
Co+ cross section observed here above 4 eV. Formation of 
Co+ below 2.5 eV must be associated with reaction (4a), but 
the cross section exhibits both an exothermic feature as well 
as an endothermic feature beginning near 0.3 eV. Previous 
studies14 investigated the dependence of this cross section on 
the internal energy of the Co2 reactant and demonstrated that 
both features are observed across a broad range of internal 
energies, indicating that both probably result from reactions 
of ground state Co2. Therefore, the two features can be at
tributed to different states of Co+ or C o 0 2 or different geom
etries of C o 0 2, as discussed further below. Often the kinetic- 
energy dependence of exothermic ion-molecule reactions can 
be quantified by the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson55 
(LGS) formula, (TLGS = 7re(2a7ZT)1/2 where a  is the polariz-

collision energy in the center-of-mass (lower .v axis) and laboratory (upper .v 
axis) frames.

ability of 0 2 (1.57 A3),56 e is the charge on the electron, and 
E  is the kinetic energy. In this system, the magnitude of the 
Co+ cross section at thermal energies is much smaller than 
this prediction, 0.06±0.02crLGS, and declines more rapidly, 
£-o.8±o.î  energy dependence can be a sign of a
spin-forbidden reaction,57 as discussed further below.

B. CO3 + O2

For the reaction of the cobalt trimer cation with 0 2, five 
product ions are observed and some of them exhibit multiple 
features. Fig. 2. In agreement with these results, Guo et al. 
observe Co20 + as the dominant product (60%) at thermal 
energies, with small amounts of Co+ (10%) as well.13 Guo et 
al. also observed Co20 2 (30%) in their work, whereas this 
product is not observed here. This suggests that this product 
may be the result of a secondary reaction. Co20 ++ 0 2

>co2o;+o.
In the cobalt trimer system, there are 20 possible path

ways, reactions (5)-(9), for formation of product ions. Reac
tion enthalpies at 0 K are based on information from Table I 
and Ref. 23.

Cot + 0 2 - Co30 + + O , (5)

Co20 + + CoO, < 0 , (6a)

Co20 + + Co + 0 , (6b)

Co2 + C o 0 2, < 0 , (7a)

Co2 + Co + 0 2, 2.086(0.002), (7b)

Co2 + CoO + 0 , 3.12(0.09), (7c)

Co2 + Co + 2 0 , 7.20(0.01), (7d)

CoO+ + Co20 , (8a)

CoO+ + CoO + Co, 2.64(0.10), (8b)

CoO+ + Co2 + 0 ,  ss 5.40(0.05), (8c)
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I-'IG. 3. Cross section for the reaction of C04 with C)2 as a function o f collision energy in the center-of-mass (lower x  axis) and laboratory (upper x  axis) 
frames. Part (a) exhibits the cluster-dioxide and the cluster-fragment products. Part (b) shows the cluster-monoxide products.

CoO++ 2Co + O, 6.72(0.05), (8d) Metal cluster fragments are also observed as products. 
Fig. 2. The exothermic feature in the Co2 cross section must

Co++ C o 20 2 < 0 , (9a) be a result of reaction (7a) and the second feature starting 
near 1.5 eV corresponds primarily to reaction (7b), the

Co++ Co + C o 0 2, (9b) simple CID process. Contributions from reaction (7c) are 
also possible and would correspond to a loss of CoO from a

Co++2CoO , 1.81(0.13), (9c) precursor Co30 + product ion. This would be a minor disso
ciation channel for Co30 + as it appears to dissociate prima

Co++ Co2 + 0 2 S3 3.53(0.01), (9d) rily to Co20 ++Co. The Co+ product has a complicated en
ergy dependence, including an exothermic feature that must

Co++ Co20  + 0 , (9e) be attributed to reaction (9a). On the basis of the discussion 
above, reaction (9c) surely contributes to the endothermic

Co++ 2Co + 0 2, 4.85(0.01), (9f) feature beginning near 1.5 eV. It is also likely that reaction 
(9f) contributes at higher energies, but CID with Xe exhibits

Co+ + Co + CoO + O, 5.89(0.09), (9g) C ot and Co+ cross sections with relative magnitudes consis
tent with the present results only above about 7 eV .23

Co++ Co2 + 2 0 , 3=8.65(0.01), (9h)

Co++ 2Co + 2 0 , 9.97(0.01). (9i) C. CoJ+Oz
Among the cluster-monoxide products. Fig. 2, the dominant 
product at all energies is Co20 +. Reaction (6a) is the only 
pathway to which the exothermic portion of this cross sec
tion can be attributed. Within the experimental error, the total 
cross section for the reaction of cobalt trimer cation with 
oxygen equals <xLGS at thermal energies, but declines more 
slowly than this prediction, e ~~0A±(1K such that the experi
mental cross section is somewhat larger from 0.1 to 1.0 eV. 
For the Co20 + cross section, a second feature beginning at 
about 3 eV must be the result of reaction (6b), which occurs 
by Co atom loss from Co30 +. The Co30 + cross section 
reaches a maximum near 3 eV, verifying that this product 
decomposes to Co20 ++Co. This primary product ion Co30 + 
can be formed in only one path, the endothermic reaction (5). 
CoO+ displays an endothermic cross section with an apparent 
threshold most consistent with reaction (8b), which corre
sponds to decomposition of the Co20 + product formed in 
reaction (6a) into CoO++Co. As in Fig. 1, this decomposi
tion competes with the formation of Co++CoO, reaction 
(9c). This latter pathway is thermodynamically favored, con
sistent with the larger cross section of Co+ vs CoO+ at high 
collision energies.

The C o J+ 0 2 system can generate 11 different product 
ions containing Co and there are at least 49 possible reaction 
pathways. At thermal energies, the dominance of the Co3O t
product ion agrees with the flow tube studies of Guo et al.,

13who observed only this product ion. Figure 3 shows eight 
product ion cross sections observed in the reaction of CoJ 
with 0 2. As it is laborious to list all the reaction pathways, 
we shall do so only for the reactions observed.

C04 + 0 2 Co40 ++ O, (10)

Co30 2 + Co, (ID

Co30 + + CoO, (12a)

Co30 + + Co + 0 , (12b)

Co3 + Co + 0 2 2.12(0.13), (13a)

Co3 + CoO + O, 3.16(0.16), (13b)

Co2O t + Co2, < 0, (14a)
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Energy (eV, Lab) Ener9Y <eV' Lab>

FIG. 4. Cross section for the reaction of CoJ with O , as a function o f collision energy in the center-of-mass (lower x  axis) and laboratory (upper x  axis) 
frames. Part (a) exhibits the cluster-dioxide and the cluster-fragment products. Part (b) shows the cluster-monoxide products.

Co2O t + 2Co, (14b)

Co20 + + Co20 , < 0 , (15a)

Co20 + + CoO + Co, (15b)

Co20 + + 2Co + O, (15c)

C ot + Co20 2, (16a)

Cot + 2CoO, 1.16(0.13), (16b)

Cot + C o 0 2 + Co, (16c)

Cot + 2Co + 0 2, 4.21(0.13), (16d)

Co+ + Co20 2 + Co, (17a)

Co+ + 2CoO + Co, 3.93(0.18), (17b)

Co+ + 3Co + 0 2, 6.98(0.13). (17c)

Many of these cross sections display complicated energy de
pendences. The cluster-dioxide product, Co3O t, can be 
formed in only a single pathway, reaction (11), accompanied 
by losing atomic Co. This cross section behaves as an exo
thermic reaction, declining with energy as £,-0-3±0-1 until 
0.6 eV, somewhat more slowly than the predicted behavior 
of the LGS cross section. At our lowest energies, the magni
tude measured here is slightly larger but within experimental 
error of this predicted collision cross section, by about 30%, 
a result discussed in more detail below. Above about 0.5 eV, 
the Co3O t cross section decreases even faster with energy as 
the Co2O t cross section rises. This indicates that Co3O t dis
sociates by Co atom loss to form Co2O t, reaction (14b). On 
the basis of the results for the Co3+ 0 2 system, it is clear that 
Co3O t dissociates preferentially by losing CoO to form 
Co20 +, reaction (15b), and also by Co+ loss yielding Co20 2, 
reaction (17a). Both the Co20 + and Co+ product cross sec
tions exhibit endothermic features that are consistent with 
such decompositions. The energy dependence for Co3 forma
tion is consistent with the simple CID process (13a). For

Cot, the exothermic cross section observed must be associ
ated with reaction (16a), a minor decomposition route for 
Co30 +, whereas the endothermic portion of the cross section 
can be attributed to reaction (16b). It seems likely that Cot is 
formed at higher energies by the simple CID process, reac
tion (16c).

Figure 3(b) displays the monoxide products formed in 
this system. The primary Co40 + product can only be formed 
along one endothermic pathway, reaction (10). The exother
mic feature in the Co30 + cross section must correspond to 
formation of a CoO neutral, reaction (12a), and the endother
mic feature to Co+O  formation, reaction (12b). This latter 
path is equivalent to dissociation of Co40 + by Co atom loss. 
The correspondence of the peaks in the Co40 + cross section 
and the onset of the endothermic feature in the Co30 + con
firm this. The Co30 + product formed by both pathways can 
then dissociate by loss of a Co atom at still higher energies. 
This contributes to the low-energy endothermic feature in the 
Co20 + cross section, reaction (15b), and at very high ener
gies (above ~ 5  eV), reaction (15c). The cross section for 
Co20 + also has an exothermic feature that must therefore 
correspond to the formation of Co20 ++Co20 ,  reaction (15a).

D. CO5 + O2

Figure 4 shows the product cross sections for reaction of 
C05 with 0 2. At thermal energies, the dominance of the 
Co4O t product ion agrees with the flow tube studies of Guo 
et al., who observed only this product ion.13 Eight of four
teen possible product ions containing Co are observed in our 
study. The cluster-dioxide products dominate the products at 
low energies and the monoxides dominate at higher energies. 
Of the cluster-dioxide products, the Co4O t product can be 
formed in only a single pathway, accompanied by atomic Co. 
The Co4O t+ C o  channel is the dominant low-energy product 
and has a cross section with a magnitude comparable to crLGS 
at our lowest energies, but again declines more slowly, as 
£ - o.25±o. i Up (0 q g ey  -piie cross section of Co4O t behaves 
as an exothermic reaction and then declines more quickly 
with energy as the Co3O t cross section rises. This clearly 
indicates that Co4O t decomposes by Co atom loss. Above 
about 3 eV, the Co3O t product cross section decreases more
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I-'IG. 5. Cross section for the reaction of Co{() with 0 2 as a function o f collision energy in the center-of-mass (lower .v axis) and laboratory (upper .v axis) 
frames. Part (a) exhibits the cluster-dioxide and the cluster-fragment products. Part (b) shows the cluster-monoxide products.

rapidly with energy as the CcbOt and Co20 + cross sections 
rise. Simple CID to form Co4 can begin at 2.84±0.16 eV 
(Ref. 23) and accounts for the major feature in the Co4 cross 
section.

For the cluster-monoxide product ions. Fig. 4(b), Co50 + 
is formed in an endothermic reaction along with an oxygen 
atom. Most of Co40 + cross section must correspond to the 
formation of Co+O  neutrals because the cross section rises 
as the Co50 + falls. The Co30 + cross section exhibits two 
distinct features that could result from reactions (18a)-(18c).

C o ^+ O , Co30 ++ C o20 , (18a

Co30 + + CoO + Co, (18b

Co30 ++ 2C o+ O, (18c

Co20 + + Co20  + Co, (19a

Co20 + + CoO + 2Co. (19b

The lowest-energy endothermic feature probably results from 
reaction (18b), because Co4O t was shown to decompose to 
both C03O 2 + C0 and to Co30 ++CoO in the reaction of the 
tetramer. Fig. 3. The second feature beginning near 5.5 eV

corresponds to the dissociation of Co40 + product by loss of 
Co, reaction (18c). The Co20 + product potentially can be 
formed along three pathways: losing Co20  neutral from a 
Co4O t product, reaction (19a); losing CoO neutral from a 
Co3O t precursor, reaction (19b); losing atomic Co from 
Co30 + formed from reaction (18b), also corresponding to 
reaction (19b). At higher energies, contributing pathways 
cannot be determined unambiguously, as the number of neu
tral products possible increases and the thermochemistry for 
some of these is not known.

E. C o ;+ 0 2 (n=6-20)

Although the number of possible reaction products and 
pathways increases rapidly with increasing reactant cluster 
size, the reactivity observed actually simplifies and there are 
strong similarities among the larger clusters. Figures 5 and 6 
show the results for the reactions of Co|0 and Co}6 with 
dioxygen. These two systems are representative of the be
havior of all clusters larger than CoJ. At thermal energies, the 
magnitudes of the total reaction cross sections match the 
cxj gs prediction within the experimental error, except for Co£ 
which is somewhat smaller, (0.7±0.2) X <xLGS. However, the 
reaction cross sections decline more slowly than <xLGS for all

Energy (eV, Lab) Energy (eV, Lab)

0 100 200 300 0 100 200 300

0 2 4 6 8  10 0 2 4 6 8  10

Energy (eV, CM) Energy (eV, CM)

MG. 6. Cross section for the reaction of Co{6 with 0 2 as a function o f collision energy in the center-of-mass (lower .v axis) and laboratory (upper .v axis) 
frames. Part (a) exhibits the cluster-dioxide and the cluster-fragment products. Part (b) shows the cluster-monoxide products.
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cluster sizes, averaging e ai27±q-05 f0r n = 6- 20, for kinetic 
energies ranging from thermal up to about 0.5 eV. Thus the 
cross-section magnitudes exceed crLGS at these lower ener
gies, except for Cot, as discussed further below.

C.luster-dioxide ions are the dominant products at low
energies, Figs. 5(a) and 6(a), in agreement with the flow tube

13studies of Guo et al. ' As the cluster reactants increase in 
size, the energy range over which this is true increases from 
below about 6 eV for C ot to about 9 eV for Cot0. It is clear 
that the cluster dioxides formed at low energies dissociate by 
sequential loss of cobalt atoms as the energy is increased. 
This is evident from the observation that the cross sections 
for C.omO> products decline as the Com_ |O t cross sections 
rise. If there are any features that might correspond to the 
formation of molecular Co„_,„ neutrals, they are negligible 
within our experimental signal-to-noise ratio. Although the 
product distributions are similar for larger clusters, different 
sized clusters are distinguished by the largest C.omO t product 
(highest m value) observed. This is Co„_|Ot for C ot to Co{0. 
The C.o„0+2 adduct is not observed until Co{( and gradually 
increases in importance until it dominates at low energies for 
Cot5 and larger clusters. These observations are not depen
dent on the pressure of the 0 2 reactant, so that collision 
stabilization is not responsible for the C.o„Ot products. As 
discussed below, these changes in the dominant C.omO t prod
uct observed can be attributed primarily to increasing life
times as the clusters get larger.

For n = 6 -2 0 , the cluster-oxide products C.o„0+ exhibit 
thresholds in the vicinity of 1.4-2.1 eV. The formation of 
these products suffers from competition with the favored 
cluster-dioxide products as discussed below. As the energy is 
increased, these products dissociate by sequentially losing 
cobalt atoms, Figs. 5(b) and 6(b). We observe that the 
Co„__20 + cross sections show two obvious features for n

12, as shown, for example, in Fig. 5(b), in which the sec
ond feature begins somewhere near 7 eV. The higher-energy 
feature is clearly a result of concomitant formation of 2C.o 
+ 0 , formed by Co loss from the Co„__(0 + product, whereas 
the lower-energy feature can be attributed to the formation of 
C oO + Co neutral products. These pathways are analogous to 
reactions (18b) and (18c) for reactions of the C ot cluster. For 
these larger reactant cluster ions (h = 6- 20), the cluster- 
fragment ions are minor products. Only the Co;t_ ( for n 
= 6 -1 2  ionic products were observed below 10 eV. Other 
fragments were either not observed or their overall intensity 
was much less than 1% of all products. Certainly small 
amounts of such fragments are probably formed but these 
pathways are not quantitatively important for larger C.o;t  
clusters.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Reaction mechanism

The mechanism for the reactions of cobalt cluster ions 
with 0 2 appears fairly straightforward. Dissociative chemi
sorption of the 0 2 molecule on the cluster surface heats the 
cluster strongly (by 3 .5-5 .5  eV on the basis of the thermo
chemistry derived below) and dissociation ensues. C.obalt- 
oxygen bonds are stronger than cobalt-cobalt bonds, such

that dissociation is dominated by cobalt atom loss to form 
cluster-dioxide ions. Formation of primary cluster-monoxide 
products, Co„0+, occurs by loss of an oxygen atom, which is 
less efficient. Competition between these two channels must 
occur early in the reaction scheme, because cobalt and oxy
gen atom loss has to occur from the transient C.o„Ot inter
mediate. This seems reasonable as dissociation cools the re
maining cluster such that subsequent dissociations must 
occur primarily along the lowest-energy pathways available, 
typically Co atom loss. In addition to atomic loss processes, 
loss of molecular products such as CoO and C.o20  from the 
transient C.o„Ot can als° occur, especially from smaller clus
ters. Elimination of CoO from the Co„Ot precursor can be 
readily identified from the exothermic formation of the 
C o„_|0+ product for n = 3 and 4, and CoO loss from the 
Co„_|Ot product persists to larger cluster sizes (h = 5 -1 2 ). 
Apparently, loss of CoO from the initially formed C.o„Ot 
adduct does not compete with Co loss over this range of 
cluster sizes. As the kinetic energy of the reactants is in
creased, the primary products dissociate further with loss of 
atomic cobalt being the most prominent dissociation process 
for both cluster dioxides and monoxides. Cluster fragments, 
Co;t_f, are observed as minor products. Their cross sections 
have relatively low magnitudes, less than 1 A2, and primarily 
result from simple CID processes for h = 6 -1 2 .

For barrierless, exothermic ion-molecule reactions, the 
LGS expression55 can often be used to predict the reaction 
cross section. Because OlGs is determined by the polarizabil- 
ity of the neutral gas, it is the same for all cluster ion sizes. 
Examination of Figs. 1-6 shows that at the very lowest en
ergies, the total reaction cross sections have similar magni
tudes and follow an energy dependence that declines more 
slowly than the E~[/2 LGS prediction. Within the experimen
tal uncertainties, the cross sections at our lowest energies for 
all clusters but n = 2 and 6 agree with the collision cross 
section calculated according to the LGS model, indicating 
that the reactions occur with unit efficiency at thermal ener
gies. As the collision energy is increased, however, the total 
cross sections for the reactions of C.o;t  (h = 3 -2 0 ) with 0 2 
exceed crLGS at slightly elevated energies (up to 0 .5-1  eV). 
This phenomenon has also been observed in the reactions of 
iron, chromium, vanadium, and nickel cluster ions with 0 2 as

5—8 wreported previously in our laboratory,' ' and by Jarrold and 
Bower in their study of the reactions of aluminum clusterco
cations with 0 2. ' They reasoned that the predictions of the 
LGS model failed because the physical size of the cluster 
exceeds crLGS at even modest kinetic energies.

B. Cluster-dioxide bond energies, Co+-20

The bond energies, D(C.o;t - 2 0 ) ,  can be directly ob
tained by using Eq. (1) to analyze cross sections for cluster 
dioxides formed in endothermic processes. For smaller clus
ters, h = 4 -1 6 , the cross sections for the Co„_2O t product 
were analyzed. [It can be noted that the kinetic shifts in these 
cases range from negligible for h=s6 to substantial, ~ 3  eV, 
for n = 20, making it unambiguous that the kinetic analysis 
included in Eq. (1) is required to yield reasonable thermo
chemistry.] For clusters larger than h=15, cross sections for
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TABLE II. Summary of parameters used in Eq. (1) for analysis o f Co,„02 cross sections and relative energy 
measurements for the dissociation Co,„0 2 ^ C ° m - i0 2 +Co. (Uncertainties in parentheses.)

m
Reactant 

cluster size, n »o N i ’o (eV) AE  (eV)"

2 4 12.1(0 .6) 1.8(0 .2) 0.67(0.06)
3 5 32.3(2.4) 1.9(0.2) 0.37(0.06) 3.20(0.23)
4 6 30.6(2.2) 1.8C0.2) 1.04(0.05) 2.78(0.19)
5 7 25.8(4.6) 1.8 (0 .2) 1.05(0.05) 2.94(0.22)
6 8 43.6(7.4) 1.8C0.2) 1.01(0.05) 3.02(0.16)
7 9 41.9(3.8) 1.8 (0 .1) 0.91(0.03) 2.94(0.22)
8 10 31.1(4.0) 1.8C0.2) 0.83(0.04) 2.93(0.16)
9 11 26.4(5.1) 1.8(0 .2) 1.20(0.06) 2.59(0.17)
10 12 21.6(4.0) 1.7(0.2) 1.31(0.07) 3.18(0.20)
11 13 23.0(4.4) 1.5(0.1) 1.58(0.08) 3.37(0.26)
12 14 15.5(3.6) 1.8 (0 .2) 1.62(0.09) 3.14(0.21)
13 15 43.6(4.6) 1.5(0.2) 2.01(0 .10) 3.41(0.18)
14 16 20.8(4.6) 1.9(0.2) 2.20(0 .10) 3.42(0.27)
15 16 16.3(4.2) 2.2(0 .2) 0.62(0.14) 3.20(0.20)

17 26.6(3.4) 1.9(0.2) 2.39(0.11) 3.16(0.26)
16 17 19.1(4.8) 2.3C0.2) 0.99(0.10) 3.13(0.22)

18 12.4(1.9) 2.0C0.2) 2.48(0.12) 3.49(0.29)
17 18 25.8(5.6) 1.9(0.2) 1.30(0.07) 3.09(0.22)

19 19.1(4.1) 1.9(0.3) 2.68(0.15) 3.36(0.28)
18 19 32.1(2.4) 1.7(0.2) 1.54(0.08) 3.27(0.20)

20 84(1.4) 2.1(0 .2) 2.58(0.13) 3.43(0.30)
19 20 19.8(1.9) 1.9(0.2) 1.56(0.10) 3.02(0.25)

''Weighted average o f two methods discussed in the text.

the C o ^ iO ^  product were also analyzed. The optimized pa
rameters used in Eq. (1) to reproduce the data are listed in 
Table II and converted to Co,M02 U‘= 1 >2) thermochemistry 
by using Eq. (20), where D(Co*_A-xC o) values are taken 
from Ref. 23.

D(Col_x -  2 0 ) = D(Col_x - xCo) + D (O,) -  E 0. (20)

The bond energies derived from these direct threshold deter
minations are listed in Table III to allow comparison between 
values from different systems and with the upper and lower 
limits derived below. Bond energies obtained from analyses 
of Co„_2O t cross sections exceed those extracted from 
C o ^ O t  cross sections by an average of 2.30±0.35 eV. In 
general, bond energies derived from thresholds can be too 
low for a number of reasons including barriers to the process, 
competition with other more favorable channels, or kinetic 
shifts. The only means whereby a threshold can be lower 
than the true threshold (thus giving a bond energy that is too 
high) is if there are unaccounted sources of energy available, 
which seems unlikely in these systems. Therefore, the larger 
bond energies are more likely to be correct, as verified be
low.

Another way of obtaining information regarding the 
cluster dioxides is to examine the energy dependence of the 
CofMO j clusters formed by sequential loss of Co atoms. The 
relative thresholds for these reactions can be measured fairly 
routinely, thereby bypassing questions regarding internal en
ergies of the reactant clusters. Kinetic shifts should also can
cel to a large extent although there is the possibility that 
these differences may represent upper limits to the true ther
modynamic differences because of different kinetic shifts for

subsequent reactions. Such an interpretation represents a 
“model-free” analysis of the energetics as originally outlined 
elsewhere.'"’ This analysis was accomplished in two simple 
ways and relies on the shapes of the Co„_r02 cross sections 
being similar in their threshold regions. First, the average 
energy difference between the cross sections for sequential 
cluster-dioxide products, i.e., Co„_r02 and C o ^ -^ O t, was 
measured from semilogarithmic plots of the data like that 
shown in Figs. 4 -6  and Ref. 49. Second, the cross-section 
data on linear plots were linearly extrapolated to zero cross 
section and the difference between the intercepts on the en
ergy axis for sequential cluster-dioxide products was taken as 
the energy difference. In both cases, these energy differences 
AE  correspond to bond energies for C o ^ -^ O t-C o  and their 
averages are listed in Table II. To compare these values to the 
ComO£ thermochemistry obtained above, we convert to 
D(Co*- 2 0 )  using Eq. (21), where m = n -x .

D(Co+ -  2 0 ) = D(Co ^ jO t  -  Co) + D ( C o ^  -  2 0 )

- D ( C  o ^ - C o ) .  (21)

This equation relies on the Co*__1- 2 0  bond energies for the 
next smallest cluster, hence, the values listed in Table III 
derived from these relative threshold measurements are cal
culated using the average value for the next smallest cluster. 
This average is calculated from all available values (those 
directly measured and the relative values).

It can be seen from Table III and Fig. 7 that the agree
ment between the direct and relative measurements from loss 
of two atoms is fairly good, certainly within the experimental 
error of either determination. The average values listed in
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TABLE III. Summary of Co'', 2 0  bond energies (in eV) from several sources. (Uncertainties in parentheses.)

m Lower limit'1 Upper Limit11
Direct

m easurement
Relative

m easurem ent’ Average0

2 9.33(0.13) 8.65(0.15) 8.65(0.15)
3 7.24(0.13) 10.08(0.21) 9.70(0.21) 9.76(0.27) 9.72(0.17)
4 7.96(0.16) 11.27(0.24) 10.22(0.25) 10.38(0.29) 10.29(0.19)
5 8.43(0.18) 11.36(0.25) 10.30(0.25) 10.39(0.33) 10.33(0.20)
6 8.06(0.17) 11.19(0.27) 10.17(0.27) 10.04(0.31) 10. 11(0 .20)
7 8.26(0.21) 11.19(0.26) 10.27(0.26) 10.12(0.34) 10.21(0.21)
8 8.05(0.15) 11.00(0 .21) 10.16(0.21) 10.00(0.34) 10.12(0.18)
9 8.07(0.14) 11.32(0.29) 10.11(0.29) 9.78(0.29) 9.95(0.21)
10 8.37(0.25) 11.78(0.38) 10.46(0.38) 10.18(0.32) 10.30(0.25)
11 8.53(0.28) 12.17(0.41) 10.58(0.42) 10.42(0.44) 10.51(0.30)
12 8.76(0.30) 11.90(0.46) 10.27(0.47) 10.24(0.46) 10.25(0.33)
13 8.26(0.35) 12.20(0.52) 10.18(0.53) 10.02(0.48) 10.09(0.36)
14 9.06(0.38) 12.74(0.54) 10.55(0.55) 10.37(0.57) 10.46(0.40)
15 5.116(0.002)’ 8.80(0.38)" 8.17(0.40) 9.72(0.57)

8.80(0.38) 12.39(0.57) 9.99(0.58) 9.68(0.61) 9.84(0.42)
16 5.116(0.002)’ 8.71(0.43)" 7.71(0.44) 9.29(0.61)

8.71(0.43) 12.56(0.71) 10.07(0.72) 9.65(0.64) 9.84(0.48)
17 5.116(0.002)’ 8.97(0.56)" 7.66(0.56) 9.34(0.68)

8.97(0.56) 12.68(0.72) 9.99(0.74) 9.61(0.70) 9.79(0.51)
18 5.116(0.002)’ 8.83(0.46)" 7.28(0.47) 9.21(0.78)

8.83(0.46) 12.54(0.65) 9.95(0.66) 9.37(0.81) 9.72(0.51)
19 5.116(0.002)’ 8.83(0.46)" 7.26(0.47) 9.03(0.73)

'Sum of bond energies for loss o f  one Co atom plus 0 ( 0 2). except as noted. 
bSum of bond energies for loss o f two Co atoms plus ZXO,). except as noted. 
‘'Calculated from direct threshold measurements listed in Table II using Eq. (20). 
‘’Calculated from relative threshold measurements listed in Table II using Eq. (21) 
‘'Weighted average o f  the direct and relative measurements. Best values.
’/X O ,).

Table III are therefore believed to be our best thermochemi
cal information for the cluster dioxides. For D(Co*n- 2 0 )  
bond energies, m 15, the agreement between the direct and 
relative values is quite good for the bond energies deter
mined from loss of two atoms, with an mean absolute devia
tion of 0.42±0.11 eV. For bond energies determined from 
loss of only a single atom, the values are considerably lower 
and agreement between the direct and relative values is 
worse, with a mean absolute deviation of 1.70±0.15 eV. The 
fact that the former values yield a consistent trend in the 
C o * -2 0  bond energies as a function of cluster size confirms 
that the latter values are less accurate than the former.

FIG. 7. Comparison o f  the dioxide bond energies obtained from relative 
(open circles) and direct (solid circles) measurements listed in Table III, The 
bulk-phase range is calculated from the average o f  experimental adsorption 
enthalpies o f  O2 on several polycrystalline Co surfaces (Refs. 62-64),

After analyzing the endothermic reaction cross sections, 
it is worth considering the qualitative characteristics of the 
cluster-dioxide cross sections to assess the accuracy of the 
cluster-dioxide bond energies. First, we observe that the for
mation of the Co,,_2O t cluster is clearly endothermic (or 
thermoneutral) for all reactant cluster ions studied. There
fore, an upper limit to the binding energy of two oxygen 
atoms to the Co*_, cluster, /)(C o^_ ,-20 ), equals 
/)(Co*_,-Co) + /)(Co*_1-C o ) + / ) ( 0 2). Upper limits derived 
in this manner are listed in Table III. For n s - 15, the forma
tion of Co,,_|Ot also appears to be endothermic, which 
would suggest that D(Co^_)-20)=SD (Co^_1-C o )+ D (0 2), 
values also listed in Table III. It is possible that the appear
ance of these cross sections is controlled not by the thermo
dynamics but by the lifetimes of these products. This possi
bility considers that loss of Co atoms from Co,,Ot, n3* 15, is 
still an exothermic process (thermoneutral for n= 14), but the 
average time required for this dissociation is longer than the 
ICT4 s available experimentally. Second, lower limits to the 
C o * -2 0  bond energies can be obtained from observations of 
exothermic reactions. Cobalt clusters from n = 4 -1 4  clearly 
react exothermically with oxygen to form C o^O t-i-C o . This 
is the most probable reaction product at low energies, ac
counting for nearly 100% of the total cross section at thermal 
energies. The lower limits obtained for / ^ C o ^ - l O )  
z* D (C o + _ }- C o )  + D ( 0 2) are also listed in Table III. For 
larger clusters, for 15, the formation of Co„Ot is clearly 
exothermic, indicating that /)(C o * -2 0 ) 3 * / ) ( 0 2).
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TABLE IV. Summary of parameters used in Eq. (1) for the analysis of 
C o * + 0 2 — C o „ 0 * + 0  cross sections ami calculated bond energies. (Uncer
tainties in parentheses.)

n o-f, N i ’o (eV) m e 0; - o )  (ev )a

2 2.9(0.3) 1.5(0.2) 0.65(0.06) 4.46(0.06)
3 0.5(0.1) 24(0.2) 0.84(0.08) 4.27(0.08)
4 OJ(O.l) 1.8(0 .2) 1.10(0.09) 4.01(0.09)
5 0 .6 (0 .2) 1.7(0.2) 1.53(0.10) 3.58(0.10)
6 0 .8C0 .2) 1.8(0 .2) 1.93(0.12) 3.18(0.12)
7 1.2(0.3) 1.8(0 .2) 1.95(0.12) 3.16(0.12)
8 2.4C0.6) 1.5(0.2) 2.09(0.10) 3.02(0.10)
9 2.1(0.5) 1.7(0.2) 1.64(0.09) 3.47(0.09)
10 2.9C0.6) 1.6(0 .1) 1.68(0.08) 3.43(0.08)
11 3.5C0.7) 1.5(0.1) 1.70(0.09) 3.41(0.09)
12 4.0(1.0) 1.5(0.1) 1.76(0.09) 3.35(0.09)
13 2.2(0.7) 2.0(0 .2) 1.47(0.10) 3.64(0.10)
14 2.9(1.0) 1.9(0.2) 1.55(0.10) 3.56(0.10)
15 2.4(04) 2.0C0 .2) 1.40(0.11) 3.71(0.11)
16 24(0.3) 2.0(0 .2) 1.71(0.14) 3.40(0.14)
17 3.2(0.6) 1.9(0.2) 1.82(0.16) 3.29(0.16)
18 1.9(0.3) 2.2(0 .2) 1.69(0.16) 3.42(0.16)
19 1.8C0 .8) 2.3(0.2) 1.68(0.17) 3.43(0.17)
20 1.8C0.3) 2.3(0.2) 1.74(0.16) 3.37(0.16)

‘‘Values arc lower limits to the true bond energies except fo rn  = 2 and 3. See 
text.

From Table III, we can see that the average values from 
direct and relative measurements for h=£14 agree with the 
lower and upper limits calculated by loss of one and two 
cobalt atoms being exothermic and endothermic, respec
tively, helping to confirm the accuracy of these results. For 
h3= 15, the average values also fall in the range determined 
by loss of one and two cobalt atoms being exothermic and 
endothermic, respectively. Thus, the appearances of the 
Con_)C>2 cross sections for larger clusters are not good indi
cators of the endothermicity or exothermicity of the particu
lar' process and are influenced by lifetime effects. This con
clusion is similar to the reactions of nickel cluster cations 
with oxygen,8 but contrast with the results for iron, vana-

5—7dium, and chromium cluster ion reactivity with 0 2.'

C. Cluster-monoxide bond energies, C o *-0

As a first approximation to the cluster-monoxide bond 
energies, we can assume that the two oxygen bonds in the
C.o„02 species are similar-, i.e., that D (C o * -0 )  is approxi
mately half the D (C o+ -20) values listed in Table 111. This 
estimate gives C o * -0  bond dissociation energies smaller 
than D(0 2) for / i= 2 ,3 ,15  — 18 and comparable to D(0 2) for 
n= 4 -1 4 . This indicates that formation of ConO+ in reaction
(22) should be endothermic or thermoneutral, in agreement 
with our- experimental observations (Figs. 1-6 and Ref. 49).

C o > 0 2^ C .o „ 0 ++ 0 .  (22)

Reaction (22) is analyzed using Eq. (1) with optimized 
parameters listed in Table IV. (It can be noted that the kinetic 
shifts in these cases range from small, —0.3 eV, for n = 6 to 
substantial, —1.7 eV, for n=20, making it unambiguous that 
the kinetic analysis included in Eq. (1) is required to yield 
reasonable thermochemistry.) The threshold energies are

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

n (c luste r size)

MG. 8 . Comparison of half the cluster-dioxide bond energies (solid circles, 
average values from Table III) with monoxide bond energies obtained from 
the primary reactions (open triangles, Table IV) and the secondary reactions 
(open circles, Table V). The bulk-phase range is calculated from the average 
of the experimental adsorption enthalpies o f 0 2 on several polycrystalline 
Co surfaces (Refs. 62-64).

converted to bond energies using D (C o * -0 )= D (0 2) 
- E q{22), where E0(22) is the threshold measured for reaction
(22), and the resulting values are also given in Table IV. 
Figure 8 shows that these values fall well below 
D (C o * -2 0 )/2  for all clusters but n = 2 and 3. The ConO+ 
species are minor products for most cluster sizes and are in 
direct competition with formation of the cluster dioxides. 
The competition between losing an oxygen atom from the
C.o„02 transient intermediate to form the cluster monoxides 
ConO+ in reaction (22) and losing a cobalt atom to form 
C o„_|02, a much more favorable process energetically, prob
ably accounts for the high apparent thresholds observed for 
the ConO+ products. It is also possible that that there are 
barriers along the potential-energy surface for the O atom 
loss pathway. In any case, it is clear that the thresholds ob
served for the Co„0++ 0  reaction channel are not reliable 
measurements of ConO+ thermochemistry and provide only 
lower limits of D(C o * -0 ), except possibly for n = 2 and 3.

The thresholds for reaction (23) provide an alternative 
method of deriving C o * -0  bond energies,

Co* + 0 2 ^  Co„_) 0 + + Co + O . (23)

Specifically, these threshold energies can be converted to 
bond energies using D (C o * _ ,-0 )= £ )(0 2)+ /)(C o _̂1 -C o) 
-ZTo(23), where E0(23) is the threshold measured for reaction
(23) and the bond energies of the bare cobalt cluster ions 
have been measured previously."' The optimized parameters 
using an analysis of the cross sections with Eq. (1) are listed 
in Table V, along with the bond dissociation energies of 
C o * -0  obtained from these thresholds using the equation 
noted above. In the case of Z)(Co2- 0 ) ,  the values obtained 
from the primary and secondary reactions, processes (22) 
and (23), are in good agreement. For larger clusters, a com
parison of the values from Tables IV and V (Fig. 8) makes it 
evident that the primary monoxide bond energies are system
atically lower than the secondary monoxide bond energies, 
by an average of 1.30±0.26 eV for h3= 4. Although this dis
crepancy could be a result of barriers to the primary reaction, 
such barriers would have to occur in the exit channel as the 
initial reaction with 0 2 is clearly unactivated on the basis of
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TABLE V. Summary of parameters used in Eq. (1) for the analysis of 
Co*+|+ 0 2 — Co„0 ++C o+ 0  cross sections and calculated bond energies. 
(Uncertainties in parentheses.)

n o-f, N £« leV) D iC o + -0 )  (eV)

1 1.0(0.11 2.2(0.41 0.55(0.07)" 3.25(0.051b
2 3.2(1.01 1.4(0.21 2.74(0.15) 4.46(0.15)
3 4.5(1.01 1.6(0.21 2.67(0.10) 4.56(0.161
4 4.7(1.01 1.4(0.21 2.98(0.11) 4.97(0.191
5 3.0(1.01 1.6(0.21 3.74(0.17) 4.68(0.251
6 5.7(1.61 1.7(0.21 3.45(0.14) 4.59(0.221
7 9.0(2.81 1.6(0.21 3.48(0.161 4.77(0.261
8 7.7(1.11 1.6(0.11 3.44(0.121 4.60(0.19)
9 9.3(2.21 1.6(0.21 3.37(0.131 4.69(0.19)
10 8.3(2.21 1.5(0.21 3.59(0.171 4.77(0.30)
11 7.5(1.51 1.6(0.11 3.61(0.15) 4.91(0.321
12 12.2(2.71 1.4(0.21 3.87(0.17) 4.88(0.351
13 6.6(1.61 1.7(0.11 3.72(0.16) 4.53(0.381
14 4.6(0.51 1.7(0.21 4.03(0.191 5.01(0.421
15 4.6(0.71 2.0 (0.21 4.26(0.181 4.53(0.421
16 6.0(0.91 2.0 (0.21 4.28(0.171 4.42(0.461
17 4.2(0.71 2.0 (0.21 4.23(0.191 4.73(0.591
18 3.5(1.21 1.7(0.31 3.88(0.191 4.94(0.501
19 3.0(1.01 1.6(0.31 3.94(0.191 4.88(0.501

‘'Threshold for CoO++CoO  formation.
bReferences 48, 52, and 53.

the results for the dioxide products. As loss of a single oxy
gen atom from the C o„02 intermediates is unlikely to have a 
reverse activation barrier, it seems more likely that the low 
primary monoxide bond energies are the result of thresholds 
elevated by competition with the much more likely dioxide 
channels. The secondary reaction (23) does not exhibit direct 
effects of this competition because their precursor, ConO+, 
cannot form cluster dioxides and prefers to decompose by Co 
atom loss.

D. Neutral cobalt cluster-oxide bond energies

In the dimer reaction, Co2+ 0 2^-C oO ++CoO, the 
threshold obtained (Table V) can be used to yield the bond 
energy of the neutral CoO molecule given the D(Co+- 0 ) ,  
D(Co+-C o ), and D(O -O ) bond energies in Table I. We ob
tain Z )(C o-0) = 4.08±0.09 eV, which agrees well with an 
evaluated value from Knudsen cell measurements, 
3.94±0.14 eV ,59 and with a preliminary value obtained from 
this same reaction, 4.24±0.21 eV .48'52'53 By combining the 
bond energies of the ion and neutral cobalt oxide with the 
ionization energy (IE) of cobalt atom (Table I), we can also 
derive an improved ionization energy for CoO of 
8.71 ±0.10 eV. This agrees within the experimental error 
with the only directly measured IE value of 9.0±0.5 eV .60

Confirmation of this thermochemistry comes from reac
tions of larger clusters. For example, reaction of Cof with 0 2 
yields Co30 + in an exothermic reaction that must correspond 
to formation of a CoO neutral, reaction (12a). Given 
Z>(Co*-0) in Table V, this indicates that D(Co -O ) 
>  2.68±0.21 eV, consistent with the thermochemistry above. 
For the reactions, Co|J'+02^-C o n_20 + + (2C o+ 0) for 11=4 
and 5, we modeled the lowest-energy endothermic feature of 
the Co„_20 + cross sections (after subtracting a model of the

exothermic reactivity for 11=4) and obtained thresholds of 
0.93±0.12 («=4) and 1.67± 0.11 (« = 5) eV. Given the bond 
energies of D(Co t-O )  and D(Co t-O )  obtained above 
(Table V), the total binding energy of the (2C o+ 0) neutral 
products is found to be 3.93±0.23 and 3.85±0.29 eV, re
spectively. These values are in good agreement with the 
Z )(C o-0) values obtained here and from Ref. 59, indicating 
that the neutral products correspond to C oO + Co, reactions 
(15b) and (18b). Comparable conclusions are drawn for the 
analogous reactions for other clusters.

In the tetramer system, formation of Co20 + exhibits an 
exothermic cross-section feature that must be attributed to 
reaction (15a). This indicates that the atomization energy of 
the Co20  neutral product must exceed 4.82±0.24 eV. In the 
pentamer system, the lowest-energy endothermic feature of 
the Co20 + cross section is analyzed to give a threshold of 
1.77± 0.18 eV. The total binding energy of the (3Co + 0 )  
products is 5.93±0.31 eV, which means this channel cannot 
be CoO+2Co, but is consistent with the lower limit just 
established for Co20 .  This means that the lowest-energy en
dothermic feature of Co20 + can be attributed to reaction 
(19a), forming Co20 + C o . Given Z>(Co2)=s 1.32 eV 
and Z )(C o-0) = 4.08±0.09 eV (Table I), this means 
that Z)(Co2-0)3*4 .61±0.31  eV and D( OC0- C 0) 
= 1.85 ±0.32 eV.

The cobalt dimer and trimer cluster cations react with 
oxygen to form Co^_( + C o 0 2 in exothermic pathways, reac
tions (4a) and (7a). This means that the atomization energy 
of C o 0 2 exceeds 7.881 ±0.002 and 7.16±0.13 eV, respec
tively, or equivalently that dissociation of C o 0 2 to C o + 0 2 
requires more than 2.765±0.001 and 2.04±0.13 eV, respec
tively. As mentioned above, in the reaction of the dimer cat
ion, the Co+ cross section exhibits both an exothermic fea
ture as well as an endothermic feature below 2.5 eV, which 
must both be attributed to reaction (4a). We analyzed the 
endothermic feature after subtracting a model of the exother
mic reactivity in these systems (using a simple power law) 
and obtained a threshold of 0.41 ±0.11 eV. This endothermic 
feature must correspond to formation of an excited state of 
Co+ or C o 0 2, perhaps along a surface having a different spin. 
Several theoretical calculations have been performed on the 
C o 0 2 molecule, obtaining C o - 0 2 bond energies for the 
ground-state dioxo species of 2.13,21 3.4,20 and 4.03 eV .19 
Only the latter two numbers agree with the lower limit of 
2.765 eV obtained here. Given Z>(Cot) from Table I, the cal
culations of Gutsev et al.2(> predict that reaction (4a) is exo
thermic by 0.63 eV when forming C o 0 2 (2A (), by 0.36 eV 
for C o 0 2 (4A2), and endothermic by 0.10 eV for C o 0 2 (6A ,), 
by 1.22 eV for the cyclic peroxo isomer, and by 1.24 eV for 
the bent CoOO superoxo isomer. Of these various possibili
ties, the formation of C o 0 2 (6A ,) seems most consistent with 
our experimental threshold of 0.41 ±0.11 eV. Danset et al.19 
did not report the energetics of their' calculations in sufficient 
detail to make a comparison. Alternatively, it is possible that 
the Co+ product is formed in an excited state rather than the 
C o 0 2 product. If the exothermicity for the formation of 
ground-state products as calculated by Gutsev et al. is cor
rect, then formation of Co+(a 5F) is exothermic by 0.20 eV 
and of Co+{b }F) is endothermic by 0.58 eV. The latter
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threshold is potentially consistent with the experimental ob
servations, but there is no obvious reason why the formation 
of Co+(a 3F) and Co+(b 3F) would exhibit distinct cross
section features. Given that C ot has a sextet ground state,61 
reaction with 0 2 (3S l)  can form both Co+(3/7) + C o 0 2(2A 1) 
and Co+(3/7) + C o 0 2(6A 1) in spin-conserving reactions along 
a quartet surface. However, the Co+(3/7) + C o 0 2(2A 1) prod
ucts are most likely to evolve from a doublet intermediate (as 
the quartet intermediate formed by interaction of these spe
cies involves no covalent bond formation), which cannot be 
formed in a spin-allowed process from C ot(6r s) + 0 2(35 p .  
Thus, reaction of C o t+ 0 2 along a quartet surface may form 
Co+(fl 3F) + Co0 2(6A ]) excited-state products easily, whereas 
the formation of ground-state Co+(a 3F) + C o 0 2(2A 1) prod
ucts may involve a more complex coupling of surfaces hav
ing different spin. The relative magnitudes and dependence 
on energy of the two features in the Co+ cross section. Fig. 1, 
are consistent with such a conjecture.

E. Trends in oxygenated cobalt cluster stabilities

The various cobalt cluster-oxygen bond energies derived 
above are shown as a function of cluster size in Fig. 8. As 
found previously for iron, chromium, vanadium, and nickel 
cluster ions,' it can be seen that the cluster-oxygen bond 
energies do not vary strongly with cluster size. It can also be 
seen that the C o * -0  bond energies derived from the second
ary Co„_)0 + product thresholds agree fairly well with half 
the C o * -2 0  bond energies and vary with cluster size simi
larly throughout most of the range investigated (h = 3 -17 ), 
although the C o * -0  bond energies are systematically lower 
with a difference of 0.35±0.12 eV in this range. It is possible 
that these slightly lower bond energies are the result of 
thresholds for the formation of Co„_)0 + shifted to higher 
energies by competition with the cluster-dioxide products. 
Alternatively, the first oxide bond energy may also reflect the 
need to distort the cobalt cluster to accommodate the oxygen 
bond. The second bond is stronger because the cluster has 
already paid the energetic costs of distortion. If this latter 
hypothesis is correct, then the bond energies for the second 
oxygen atom are nearly identical for different cluster sizes, 
averaging 5.46±0.12 eV for h = 3 -1 7 . Thus the variations 
observed as a function of cluster size are attributable to the 
electronic adjustments that the cluster must make as the first 
cobalt oxygen bond is formed. It is also notable that the bond 
energies to Co}4 are noticeably stronger than to neighboring 
clusters, which may reflect the relative instability of Co{4.‘3

Another way to examine the trends in this thermochem
istry is to compare the stabilities of bare and oxygenated 
cluster ions with regard to loss of a cobalt atom, the lowest- 
energy dissociation process in all cases. These O ^ C o ^ -C o  
bond energies where x=  1 and 2 are calculated from Eq. (24),

Z)(OaCo _̂1 -  Co) =D(Co+-xO)  -/>(Co+_, - * 0 )

+ D(Co*_1-C o ) , (24)

where the required bond energies are taken from Tables III 
and V and Ref. 23. These comparisons are shown in Fig. 9. 
For most larger clusters (h3= 4), the pattern in dissociation 
energies, D(OxCo*__}-C o)  is comparable to that for bare

' t ^(OCo^ -Oo)

T D{02Con_i -Co) K  / A  :

:
;

: M 
; \

y T
5"° D(Co„.1+-Co)

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

n (cluster size)

FIG. 9. Comparison o f Z)(OtCo~„[-Co) for x = 0 - 2  as a function of the total 
number of cobalt atoms in the cluster («). Values for ,v- I and 2 are calcu
lated using Eq. (24) and those fo r.r= 0  are taken from Ref. 23.

clusters, D(Co*__t-C o). The lack of large changes in the 
bond energies upon oxygenation simply reflects the fact that 
the C o * -2 0  and C o * -0  bond energies do not change appre
ciably with cluster size. Fig. 8, except for the smallest clus
ters. Also note that the bond energies for Co atom loss fall 
well below the D(C o * -0 ) and D(O C o^-O ) bond energies, 
consistent with the strong preference observed in the disso
ciation patterns of oxygenated cobalt cluster cations.

F. Comparison to bulk-phase thermochemistry

Having determined the bond energies for cobalt cluster 
oxides, we can now compare our experimental values to 
those obtained on bulk-phase cobalt surfaces. There have 
been several experimental studies on the oxidation on poly
crystalline Co surfaces. Calorimetry experiments give room- 
temperature adsorption enthalpies for O j of 4.35 and 
4.26 eV,62 4.95 eV ,63 and 4.77 ± 0.26 eV .^B en zig er65 has 
also estimated that the atomic oxygen adsorption energy on 
cobalt is about 5.0 eV on the basis of enthalpies of formation 
of bulk compounds. These bulk-phase values are equivalent 
to C o * -0  bond energies in the range of 4 .7-5 .1  eV, which 
is comparable to half the D(C o * -2 0 ) values in Table III and 
the D(C o * -0 ) values listed in Table V. On average, our 
Z )(C o*-20)/2  values equal 5.1±0.3 eV (/i=4—18) and the 
D(C o * -0 ) values average to 4.7±0.2 (h = 3 -1 9 ), matching 
the range of bulk-phase values nicely. In addition, Av;ip//0 
(Co) is 4.41 ±0.02 eV ,66 suggesting that the metal should va
porize before oxygen desorbs for many oxidized cobalt sur
faces, in agreement with the dissociation behavior observed 
here. Similar good agreement between cluster and bulk ther
mochemistry was also found in our previous studies of the 
oxidation of iron, chromium, vanadium, and nickel cluster 
ions.' This conclusion suggests that it is reasonable to use 
cluster models to study surface reactivities of transition met
als.

One can also use the thermochemistry derived here to 
consider implications for various catalytic reactions. One ex
ample is Fischer-Tropsch chemistry in which CO must be 
dissociated (requiring 11.1 eV) and the resulting surface ox
ide generally removed by reactions with H2 to form water 
(releasing 5.0 eV). The former reaction is clearly favored by 
stronger metal oxide bonds, whereas the latter needs weaker
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0 5 10 15 20
n (cluster size)

MG. 10. Rate constants for cobalt cluster reactions with C)2. The solid 
symbols indicate the results for cobalt cluster cations from the present study 
(squares) and Ref. 13 (diamonds). The experimental values for neutral co
balt clusters are indicated by the open circles (values calculated from abso
lute reaction probabilities from Ref. 15, see text). The open triangles show 
the rate constants for cobalt cluster anions from Ref. 16. The nearly hori
zontal line indicates the LGS value for the collision rate constant (Ref. 55).

metal oxide bonds. The present results indicate that cobalt 
cluster-oxide bond energies lie close to values that enable the 
formation of water to be efficient, while still being as strong 
as possible to facilitate the CO dissociation reaction. The 
apparent difference in the C .o*-0  and 0 C.0*-0  bond ener
gies may also suggest that low oxidation levels are most 
favorable for oxygen atom removal by H2.

G. Reaction-rate constants

Cross sections can be converted to reaction-rate con
stants by using the expression,

k((E)) = vcr(E), (25)

where v=(2E//jl) uz and fj,=mM/(m + M), the reduced mass 
of the reactants. The rate constants depend on the mean en
ergy of the reactants, which includes the average thermal 
motion of the neutral, such that (E) = E+(3/2)yk-BT, where 
y= M /(m + M ).  At the lowest ion energies (equivalent to 
298-K thermal reactivity), our absolute rate constants agree 
within our experimental error of 30% with the LGS value55 
of —5.6X 10- ,° cm3 s-1, which changes slightly with cluster 
size, except for n = 2 and 6. On average, these experimental 
rate constants are (1.1 ±0.2U'LGS for n = 3 -5  and 7-20. How
ever, if our absolute rate constants for the total reactivity of 
cobalt cation clusters Co* with O? are taken as the average 
over an energy range from thermal to about 0.5 eV, we ob
tain the values shown in Fig. 10. The rate constant for the 
dimer is small, over one order of magnitude lower than those 
for h = 3 -2 0 . The rate constants for clusters h = 4 ,5 ,7 -2 0  
average about 1.6±0.2 times the LGS value, whereas those 
for n = 3 and 6 are close to the LGS value. Clearly, the reac
tivity is largely independent of cluster size for h = 9 -2 0 .
These rate constants can be directly compared with the re-

13suits of Guo et al., ' who examined the size dependence of 
gas-phase reactions of Co* (h = 2 -9 )  with 0 2 at thermal en
ergies using a selected ion drift tube. Figure 10 shows that 
our results and those of Guo et al. exhibit a very similar size 
dependence for cobalt cations in the size range of 2-9. In

addition, the absolute rate constants obtained here are in 
good agreement with those of Guo et al. with our values 
averaging 20± 10% lower than theirs, within the experimen
tal uncertainty of either measurement. Clearly the fact that 
the rate constants (and cross sections) exceed the LGS pre
diction for slightly elevated energies is not an experimental 
artifact. Guo et al. discussed this discrepancy extensively 
and concluded that the simple LGS model could be impre
cise because of nonisotropic polarizabilities and because the 
charge distribution and size of cobalt cluster ions might have 
an influence on the reaction-rate constants. As discussed 
above, this latter effect seems a plausible explanation for the 
relatively large reaction-rate constants found for oxidation of 
cobalt cluster cations, but these other factors could be influ
ential as well.

Although the reaction rates of neutral, anionic, and cat
ionic cobalt clusters with 0 2 need not be similar, it is of 
interest to make such a comparison. Andersson et al.15 have 
reported the absolute probabilities for reaction of neutral co
balt clusters with 0 2 under near single-collision conditions. 
These reaction probabilities are converted to absolute rate 
constants by using Eq. (25) with reaction cross sections ap
proximated by multiplying the reported reaction probabilities 
by the C o „ -0 2 hard-sphere cross section, (xHS=7r(1.38H,/3 
+ 2.325)2.15 This gives rate constants for the neutral cobalt 
clusters (n= 10-20), Fig. 10, that gradually increase with 
cluster size. Kapiloff and Ervin16 also investigated the reac
tivity of cobalt anion clusters, Co”(/i= 2 -8 ), toward 0 2 and 
measured the rate coefficients using a flow tube reactor. 
Comparison of cationic, anionic, and neutral cobalt clusters 
shows that the reactivities of neutral clusters (n= 10- 20) and 
anionic clusters (n = 3 -7 )  are roughly one-third those of the 
corresponding cation clusters. As can be seen from Fig. 10, 
there is little dependence of the reaction-rate constants on 
cluster size for any charge state, with the notable exception 
of C.o2, although it is interesting that the reactivity of C.oJ is 
a local maximum, whereas the rate for C.O4 is a local mini
mum. This suggests that the cobalt cluster-oxidation reac
tions are driven primarily by their exothennicities and do not 
exhibit a great deal of sensitivity to their geometric and elec
tronic structures. The enhanced reactivity of the cations com
pared to the neutral and anionic clusters cannot be attributed 
to a more favorable long-range potential, as cations and an
ions share this property. This suggests that the electron defi
cient cationic clusters probably have more radical-like sites 
among the highest occupied orbitals, thereby driving the re
actions with the biradical oxygen molecule to completion 
more effectively than the neutral and anionic clusters.
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